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Content creation is the main focus of every level I offer, 
but in the 4 hour sample task list it takes center stage. In 
4 total hours I can complete the following:

> 10 custom static pins made & scheduled 
> 2 dynamic video pins made & scheduled 
> 1 custom multi-slide ‘Idea Pin’ made & scheduled 
> Light engagement tasks (such as research/outreach to 
2-4 Group Boards)

If you are interested in other tasks being done they may 
be able to completed instead of some of these 
suggestions. We would just need to discuss first. 
Likewise, extra tasks can be added as gig extras & this 
level can be ‘doubled’ each month so that you get 8 hours 
of tasks completed for $200.

A custom gig or subscription can also be created for your 
specific needs if you contact me first. 

Order this gig here: https://www.fiverr.com/eeb2010/be-
you-pinterest-virtual-assistant



On the ’Standard Level’ you get more content produced, 
plus a few included extras to help grow the account 
organically. In 6 total hours I can complete the following:

> 15 custom static pins made & scheduled 
> 3 dynamic video pins made & scheduled 
> 2 custom multi-slide ‘Idea Pin’ made & scheduled 
> Group Board research/outreach (up to 10 boards) + 
engagement once invited
> 2-4 custom pins made for any Group Boards you are 
part of

If you are interested in other tasks being done they may 
be able to completed instead of some of these 
suggestions. We would just need to discuss first, though. 
Likewise, extra tasks can be added as gig extras & this 
level can be ‘doubled’ each month so you get 12 hours of 
tasks completed for $250.

A custom gig or subscription can also be created for your 
specific needs if you contact me first. 

Order this gig here: https://www.fiverr.com/eeb2010/be-
you-pinterest-virtual-assistant



On the ’Premium Level’ you get even more content 
produced, plus bonus included extras to help grow the 
both account organically & through ads (based on your 
budget.) In 8 total hours I can complete the following:

> 20 custom static pins made & scheduled
> 4 dynamic video pins made & scheduled
> 3 custom multi-slide ‘Idea Pin’ made & scheduled
> Group Board research, outreach, & engagement 
> 3 -6  custom pins made for any Group Boards you are 
part of 
> Setting up Promoted Pin campaigns (based on your 
budget) 
> Custom pins created for Promoted Pins campaigns (if 
required) 
> In-depth monitoring of analytics + special reports

If you are interested in other tasks being done they may 
be able to completed instead of some of these 
suggestions. We would just need to discuss, though. 
Likewise, extra tasks can be added as gig extras & this 
level can be ‘doubled’ each month so you get 16 hours of 
tasks completed for $300.



A custom gig or subscription can also be created for your 
specific needs if you contact me first. 

Order this gig here: https://www.fiverr.com/eeb2010/be-
you-pinterest-virtual-assistant


